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Catholic Show Exposes Rockefeller Assault on Church, Life
An online Catholic TV show dubbed the
Catholic Investigative Agency (CIA)
dedicated a recent episode to exposing the
Rockefeller Foundation’s ties to eugenics
groups, population-control advocates, efforts
at global governance, pro-abortion activities,
and other highly controversial subjects.

The program, run by Catholic media
personality Michael Voris, also highlights
the Rockefeller dynasty’s assault against the
church — one of the primary opponents of
Rockefeller-backed schemes. From the
Foundation’s efforts to “purify” humanity by
manipulating the gene pool to population-
control campaigns aimed at reducing the
number of people on Earth, the Rockefellers’
agenda has been consistently at odds with
church teachings.

The thesis of the CIA episode is presented early on. “The Rockefeller Foundation is actively
undermining the Catholic Church and in the process attempting to erase man’s natural orientation to
the eternal,” the show explains. Indeed, after watching the program, that fact becomes obvious.

Among the most important topics covered in the short episode are the methods used by the Rockefeller
Foundation and its affiliates to neutralize opposition from Catholic universities. Starting in the early
1960s with the University of Notre Dame and its president, Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, the Rockefeller
family essentially used its vast fortune to buy the compliance of Catholic higher education. The efforts
were extremely successful.

“Once Notre Dame — the leading Catholic university in the nation — sold out, practically every other
Catholic university followed suit,” explains Voris, who graduated from Notre Dame in 1983. He blasts
the cooperation between the Rockefeller Foundation and Catholic institutions as “part of a self-
absorbed trading of souls for foundation funding.”

“With population control money pouring into the coffers of Catholic universities, the plan could proceed
to advance contraception and abortion as tools in population control,” he explains. “And Catholic
universities played an impressive role in warping the minds of young Catholics and steering them away
from the truth.”

Before getting into details about the Rockefeller Foundation and its support for various abhorrent
movements and ideas, the show briefly explores the family’s history. The saga begins with Johann Peter
Rockefeller, who left Germany for New Jersey in the early 1700s.

John D. Rockefeller, widely considered the founding patriarch of the immensely wealthy clan after his
success in creating Standard Oil, was born to one of Johann’s descendants: William Rockefeller — an
unsavory character who fled New York after being accused of raping a 15-year-old girl, according to the
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program. William then left his wife and children to marry a younger woman, eventually taking yet
another lover on the side.

At the turn of the 20th century, John D. Rockefeller, Jr. took over his father’s wildly successful
enterprises. And that’s where the family’s role in “controlling and manipulating the fate of mankind,” as
the video puts it, really got underway. John, Jr. was the first family member to openly back the eugenics
movement.

After over a decade of family “philanthropy,” the Rockefeller Foundation was officially established in
1913 with a supposed mission to “promote the well-being of mankind throughout the world.” Wealthy
family members promptly filled its coffers with cash. That money was then funneled into a variety of
projects — many having to do with eugenics and population control.

Following World War II and the defeat of Hitler’s National Socialist (Nazi) regime, the word eugenics
was forever tainted in the public mind. So the Rockefeller Foundation and its allies like Planned
Parenthood — founded by a radical racist to eliminate races and peoples she considered inferior —
engaged in a re-branding campaign while continuing to support the same agenda.

Birth control was one of the primary tools. Numerous methods of contraception were developed and
promoted using foundation money. And of course, the Catholic Church was once again one of the most
vocal and powerful opponents.

Despite pouring unfathomable amounts of money into promoting the schemes, however, opposition to
Rockefeller goals was still strong. That’s why influence over the educational system and young minds
became a critical focus of the foundation. The first target was higher education.

The foundation began shoveling money at universities, institutes, and research centers — buying
influence along the way. With the help of Dr. John Dewey, a scholar from Johns Hopkins University, the
Rockefeller plan for education was developed, perfected, and deployed.

“Dewey’s educational philosophy can be summed up as: knowledge and truth aren’t important, but
teaching students to be docile followers of a new world order is the goal,” explains Voris. “This fit hand
in glove with Rockefeller’s plan.”

Along with the invasion of American education, the Rockefeller Foundation also had its sights on the
rest of the world. After WWII, Rockefeller’s “International Bureau of Education” formed a partnership
with the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization. UNESCO, of course, admitted
it was seeking to lay the foundations for global governance from its inception.

The Rockefeller dynasty has also been intimately involved with the United Nations since its birth. In
fact, the property in New York where the UN headquarters is still located was donated by a Rockefeller.
The family has also helped finance countless UN schemes, including close involvement with the
population-control promoting “Earth Charter.”

As The New American has reported, Rockefeller bigwigs are also prominent financiers of discredited
global-warming propaganda aimed at increasing the power of the UN while justifying population
reduction. Using the cloak of environmentalism and the “climate” to push the depopulation agenda has
been going on for decades, bankrolled in large part by the foundation and its innumerable organs.

“As you can see, through a diabolical singleness of purpose and enormous wealth, the Rockefeller cabal
has continued to promote a moral, social and governmental structure radically opposed to the tenets of
Catholicism,” Voris notes. “While it’s difficult to say what their true intentions are, we can certainly
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judge by their actions and statements that they — along with an elite group of politicians, aristocrats
and billionaires — desire a world united under some form of global governance.”

As part of the evidence presented, the program quotes current dynasty boss David Rockefeller. In his
own autobiography, he proudly boasts of “conspiring” with others, against the interests of America, to
create a “more integrated” global system.

What sort of design the Rockefellers may be seeking was revealed in a 1970s piece for the New York
Times, where David lavished praise on the murderous communist regime ruling over mainland
China — a dictatorship that had already murdered tens of millions in its quest for absolute power. “The
social experiment in China under Chairman Mao’s leadership is one of the most important and
successful in history,” he claimed in the piece. Of course, the Catholic Church has loudly opposed
communist tyranny from the beginning.

The show also points out that Rockefeller is deeply involved with the shadowy Bilderberg cabal, the
infamous Council on Foreign Relations, and numerous other controversial organizations known for
promoting world government and tyranny. And in addition to the campaign for global governance,
Rockefeller money has also been crucial to the movement for a single, global religion. From the
Interchurch World Movement (IWM), which inspired the modern (mis)understanding of “social justice,”
to the UN-linked World Council of Churches, Rockefellers have been at the heart of them all.

“The Rockefeller Family, through various funding efforts, power grabs and influence peddling, has
made itself an enemy to the Catholic Church,” Voris concludes. “The Rockefeller Foundation may paint
itself as a social help agency put in place to assist mankind, but don’t be fooled.”

Of course, Voris and his well-sourced online TV show are hardly the first to point out these troubling
facts regarding the Rockefeller family and its flagship foundation. Congressional investigators in the
1950s looking into the Rockefeller Foundation and other large tax-exempt foundations including the
Ford Foundation and the Carnegie Endowment discovered similarly disturbing information. More
recently, insider Carroll Quigley of Georgetown University outlined the plans in his book Tragedy &
Hope: A History of the World in Our Time.

Watch the CIA (not affiliated with the Central Intelligence Agency) program below:

Photo of David Rockefeller: AP Images
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